
Fountain/ drinker for Dog and Cat Oneisall PWF-001 Ref: 6934399223198
Fountain/ drinker for Dog and Cat Oneisall PWF-001

Oneisall PWF-001 Dog and Cat Fountain/Drinking Bowl
The Oneisall PWF-001 fountain/drinking bowl for dogs and cats is a practical and modern solution that provides your pet with constant
access to fresh water. Featuring unique features such as oxygenation of water, a three-layer filtration system, and ease of maintenance,
this product is the perfect solution for any pet owner. Additionally, its quiet operation and large capacity make it comfortable for both
you and your pet.
 
Safety and Durability
The  Oneisall  fountain  features  a  water  dispenser  made  of  316  stainless  steel,  which  is  much  safer  and  more  durable  than  plastic
alternatives. This high-quality steel is corrosion-resistant and does not release harmful substances.
 
Convenient Monitoring and Large Capacity
With a transparent LED window, the fountain allows for easy monitoring of the water level, eliminating the risk of it running out. With a
2-liter capacity, the device provides continuous access to water, which is essential for your pet's health and well-being.
 
Advanced Filtration System
The three-layer filtration system of the Oneisall fountain effectively removes unpleasant odors, filters out impurities, and softens water.
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Each  layer  has  a  specific  function:  the  first  filters  out  food  residues  and  fur,  the  second  absorbs  odors,  and  the  third  removes  heavy
metals.
 
Easy Cleaning
This fountain model is extremely easy to clean. It can be washed under running water or in the dishwasher, making cleaning a breeze.
 
Quiet Operation
With a noise level of only 35 decibels, the fountain won't disturb you or your pet. This level of noise is comparable to the lowest setting of
a fan. Quiet operation is especially important at night or in quiet home environments.
 
Package Contents:
Drinking Bowl x 1
Sponge x 3
Blue Filter Foam x 3
Carbon Filter x 3
Plastic Fountain x 1
Pump x 1
Plug x 1
 
BrandOneisallModelPWF-001Material316 Stainless SteelNoise LevelUp to 35dBCapacity2L

Price:

Before: € 42.4965

Now: € 35.50

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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